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HINT JOINT ACTION WITH BRITAIN

Note on Japan to Battleship Program Herald Naval Race: Adams Says Fleet Will Be Used to Implement Monroe Doctrine

Not minding to miss words, Admiral William D. Leahy, chief of naval operations of the U.S. Navy, last week revealed to the House Committee on Naval Affairs that the new naval base authorized as part of his 1938 budget bill for the Navy Department was already under construction at the suggestion of Secretary of State Cordell Hull.

Red Fort

Asks on Tuesday by Republi­

canness Senator Ernest Gruening of Alaska who introduced the bill to end the war with Japan.

The House Committee on Naval Affairs, however, had earlier suggested that the new naval base be used to implement the Monroe Doctrine.

The amendment for the construction of the new naval base was incorporated in the House bill to end the war with Japan.

The amendment, which has been introduced by Senator Ernest Gruening of Alaska, provides that the new naval base shall be used to implement the Monroe Doctrine.
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Crucible Strikers Win Despite Hague Threats

Majority of Points Won

After Week's Strike; Hague Cheered

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Organized Labor gained its biggest single victory in the city when a settlement was reached yesterday in the steel mill strike of 250 members of the Steel Workers Judicial League, local 382 of the P.I. the C.I.O., who told the strikers the terms of the agreement were:

Nearly all of the steel plants involved in the strike have been ordered to return to work by the National Labor Relations Board. The strike was one of the most bitter in the area in recent years.

Victory 'Faked' By Office Union

Leaders Try To Conceal Defense Prestige

NEW YORK, C. I.—Hague has threatened to take over the world, but the cumulative events of the past period, one of reorganization and readjustment, seemed to dominate the party last week.

The convention revealed that a new party of the socialists has been established, the New York district of the Socialist Labor Party. The party is based on the principle that socialism is not a religion, but a science, and that the union leadership has been to 

No real strike committees or mass picket lines were organized. The strike movement was given by Lewis' union 

The following is the second installment of the re-

UNM Convention Bans Communists From Membership

VOTE AIDE Bureaucrats Bans Real Communists

Stony Brook, N. Y., Feb. 12 (AP) — The National Student Union, UNM Convention, announced today that it had received a letter from the office of the Student Union, UNM, stating that the convention had voted to ban the Communist party from membership in the union.

The convention also announced that it had received a letter from the office of the Student Union, UNM, stating that the convention had voted to ban the Communist party from membership in the union.

The convention was held at Stony Brook, N. Y., the home of the Stony Brook State College, one of the largest in the nation.

The following is the first installment of the re-

Party Resolutions

The following is the second installment of the re-

Union Trade Movement and the S.W.P.

The following is the second installment of the re-

Small Likelihood of Blows With C.P.

Blows with the Communist Party in the trade unions are, as a general rule, speeded up in periods of economic recession, and are permissible only under the most favorable conditions. The most likely period for the renewal of the labor movement is in the immediate future, and it seems that the most likely period for the renewal of the labor movement is in the immediate future.

In these unions which are under the control of the Socialists, the national strike is a possibility. The Socialists, it is the usual case of the strike, the strike is a last resort. If a strike is a last resort, it is a very last resort. A strike is a last resort only when it is a very last resort.

I. W. W. New Only A Reactionary Sect

I. W. W. now only a reactionary sect. With insignificant changes, what has been said about the S.P.U. is pertinent. To us, as a party, our life has not been determined by the illusions of the union movement. Wherever there has been a real struggle, where the union movement is represented by our party, the party has been able to win over the union movement and must be dealt with as such. It is a permissible under certain conditions with the Lovestone group.
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Describes Inner Life of Stalin's G.P.U.

Reiss describes the inner life of Stalin's G.P.U., focusing on the administration and internal workings of the organization.

Expulsions From A.F. L. Setback For Unity Drive

Reiss examines the political expulsions from the A.F. L. and their impact on the unity drive for labor reform.

Leahy Testimony Reformists Win Bares War Plans In Jersey W.A.

Leahy's testimony at the Senate Select Committee is analyzed, highlighting the reformists' victory in winning support for the war plans in Jersey.

Progressive Forces Go Over To Trenton Meet

The progressive forces in the Senate Select Committee meet in Trenton, reflecting the growing momentum for a unified front against the war plan.

Stalinists Try To Break Up Meeting Held To Findings

Stalinists attempt to disrupt a meeting held to discuss findings, highlighting the struggle between reformists and Stalinists.

Fur Workers Back Verdict on Federman

Fur workers support the verdict on Federman, a case that is significant for labor solidarity and anti-fascist struggle.

Gas prices in the Struggle for Power: Gasoline Prices Set to Rise

The Struggle for Power discusses the increasing gas prices due to the ongoing political struggle, emphasizing the importance of solidarity in the face of rising costs.

Coal Stocks Pile Up atSites

Coal stocks are piling up at sites, indicating a potential surplus in the coal market.

The Crisis in Spring Sowing

The Crisis in Spring Sowing addresses the challenges faced by farmers during the spring sowing season, highlighting the impact of political struggles on agricultural production.
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A. F. of L. Expulsions

The decision of the A. F. of L. Executive Council to expel the CIGA, the Association of Workers and two other international unions from the ranks of organized labor, has been interpreted by many as a further blow to the European movement. The expulsions, which were announced on February 11, 1937, were based on the finding that these organizations had engaged in activities undermining the unity and effectiveness of the labor movement. The decision was met with strong opposition by many in the labor movement, who argued that it would only further divide the ranks of organized labor and weaken its ability to effectively deal with the challenges of the time.

The expulsion of the CIGA and the other unions was seen as a move to consolidate the power of the A. F. of L. and its allied organizations, particularly the American Federation of Labor (AFL). The AFL had been facing increasing pressure from the growing labor movement, particularly the rise of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO), which was gaining strength and influence.

The expulsion of the CIGA and the other unions also raised concerns about the role of the government in labor affairs. Some argued that the government should intervene to prevent such actions, while others believed that the labor movement needed to be self-regulating to effectively deal with the challenges of the time.

The decision of the A. F. of L. Executive Council to expel the CIGA and the other unions was seen as a significant setback for the labor movement and its efforts to achieve its goals. It also raised important questions about the role of the government in labor affairs and the need for a more unified and effective labor movement.
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